Greatly Reduces the risk of Hand & Finger Crush Injuries
involving
hydraulic torque wrenches

™

Hydraulic Wrench hand crush accidents are
primarily caused when another person actuates the tool, instead of the tool operator.
Torque Safe™ eliminates that safety issue.
Giving control back to the person in peril.

Introducing the Torque Safe ™ Safety Switch for Hydraulic Torque
Wrenches.
A patented safety solution to prevent Hand Crush incidents
Available in both tool mounted and In-Line versions

Torque Safe ™ is a Simple Solution to a persistent Safety Issue

For more information , contact your local
Torque Safe™ Distributor

Designed & Engineered to significantly reduce & prevent hand crush
incidents associated with hydraulic wrenches
Torque Safe North America, LLC™
12710 Everhart Pointe Drive
Tomball, TX 77377 USA
Phone: +1 (832) 461-5853
www.TorqueSafeNA.com
www.torquesafe.com.au
E-mail: par@TorqueSafena.com
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AN AFTERMARKET SAFETY RETROFIT FOR
HYDRAULIC TORQUE WRENCHES
Torque Safe is a safety switch for Hydraulic Torque Wrenches.
It is available in both tool mounted and In-Line configurations.
It was born in the mines of Australia when a contractor who's
crew was working on a large piece of machinery, went to
requisition a Hydraulic Torque Wrench from the Tool Room

How Torque Safe Works

and he found that the Hydraulic Torque Wrenches were in
quarantine.

Two styles of Safety Switches
for Hydraulic Wrenches
Anyone who has ever used a hydraulic torque wrench
has either suffered a hand crush incident or knows of
someone who has had a hand crush incident.
Our Hands enable us to connect

in a tactile and

meaningful way; to show love and affection for those
we care about, to prepare food, get dressed, drive and
even shield us from danger.
For too long, horrific hand injuries from the use of
hydraulic torque wrenches have robbed people of the
ability to relate to the world through touch. Inflicting
untold personal pain and stress upon the individual
and their families., such injuries also inflict a high cost
to businesses in higher insurance costs, work stoppages
and time lost. There is a whole industry consisting of
lawyers specializing in hand crush lawsuits. Then there
is the expense of replacing employees.
Designed hand in hand with a leading mining company,
TORQUE SAFE helps prevent these injuries by giving

Protect your people with Torque
Safe
The Torque Safe can be used on all models and brands of Hydraulic Wrenches. Our In-Line model can be mounted on the
hose between the tool and the pump
Torque Safe transforms the wrench into a safer tool thus creating a revolution in Hydraulic Wrench Safety. So much so, that
no torque wrench operator should be without.

When he inquired as to why, he was told that someone had
suffered a hand crush injury which had resulted in
amputation. The operator Of the Hydraulic Wrench was
positioning the tool while his hand was on the reaction arm of
the tool. The Hydraulic Wrench Pump operator thought that
the Tool Operator was ready, and actuated the tool from the
pump while the tool operators hand was still in a perilous
position, causing his hand to be crushed under thousands
of pounds of pressure. The jobsite was shut down for days
for the investigation, resulting in additional loss of revenue etc.
The Torque Safe system was born. We designed a solution that
gave the operator of the tool control over the tool & when it is
actuated. Depressing a dead-man safety lever will divert the
oil harmlessly back to the pumps reservoir. The tool can’t be
actuated with the lever depressed. The tool operator controls

safety history.

injuries and increasing productivity due to the higher
confidence of the users.

2.

The torque safe can be used on hydraulic
wrench models that do not have a swivel

3.

The in-Line model is better adapted for
smaller hydraulic wrenches where the tool
mounted model can be cumbersome.

4. True hands free reverse dead-man keeps
hands off the tool when pressurized which will
not only eliminate hand crush accidents, it will
reduce the chance of oil injection incidents
5. Positive Mechanical locks in safe position
until released. Acts as a tag-out lock out system
for the hydraulic wrench, protecting the operator
from accidental actuation of the wrench

Available In Tool Mounted and In-line Styles

Torque Safe North America, LLC . Was formed in 2016. The
Torque Safe Equipment is now manufactured and assembled entirely in the USA, for the Americas and European markets.

Compact ●Low Profile ● Robust

Models available for ALL Hydraulic Wrench brands

When the “Dead Man Safety Lever” is depressed, the
flow of oil is diverted from the tool, preventing the tool
from actuating, thus preventing injury.

The Torque Safe can be used on any
hydraulic wrench simply by using the quick
connects.

type, testing etc., were all done in partnership with their engineering department. Once the units were field tested and proven,
Torque Safe went into production and supplied the mine with the

torque wrench becomes a safer

manageable tool. Thus reducing the potential for hand

1.

Working in conjunction with the mining company's engineering
dept., the design was perfected. 3-D modeling & FEA, the proto-

With either the tool mounted or in-line models, the
and far more

Benefits of an in-line model

when the tool is to be actuated. When he is ready the operator
simply releases the lever and the tool works as is normal.
Communication errors between tool operator and pump

safety switch swivel. The word then spread to the entire mining
industry in Australia & beyond. Other industries such as Oil &
Gas picked up on it, and the rest is Hydraulic Torque Wrench

control back to the person handling the tool.

TORQUE SAFE IN LINE
SAFETY SWITCH. ACTS AS A
LOCK-OUT TAG-OUT SAFETY
SYSTEM FOR YOUR
PROTECTION
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